Don’t Vote For This One!!!

How Richard Pryor Helps Me Teach a GL-Domestic FYS: “Of Humanity and Humor”

Humor is what you wish in your secret heart was not funny.

Langston Hughes

White folks get upset when they see us laughing . . . “Wha’d’ya think they’re doing Martha? Are they laughing at us?”

Richard Pryor
It's not going to be mandatory. It seems like gay people are crazy and we go around and canvass the whole neighborhood: “Come to my big gay wedding; come on, it's mandatory.” If you don't agree with it, then chances are you are not close to someone who is gay. So that even increases your chances of never being invited to a same-sex wedding.

Wanda Sykes

The demand for secrecy and silent acquiescence to white authority wasn’t just an issue for blacks below the Mason-Dixon Line. Slavery was supposed to be the South’s “peculiar institution,” but . . . even in the Northern cities, blacks had to be very careful about how they represented their true feelings in public.

John L. Jackson, “What Dave Chapelle Can Teach Us” (Racial Paranoia: The Unintended Consequences of Political Correctness)